Definition 1.7:
An fuzzy set A of an fuzzy topological space (X,) is said to be fuzzy rg-super compact relative to X if every collection {G  :} of fuzzy rg-super open subsets of X such that A  {G  :}there exists a finite subset  0 such that A  {G j :  j  0 }. [16] Definition 1.8: A fuzzy topological space X is fuzzy rg-connected if there is no proper fuzzy set of X which is both fuzzy rg-super open and fuzzy rg-closed. [17] II.
Fuzzy rg -super irresolute Mappings Proof : Suppose Y is not fuzzy rg-connected then there exists a proper fuzzy set G of Y which is both fuzzy rg-super open and fuzzy rg-closed, therefore f -1 (G) is a proper fuzzy set of X, which is both fuzzy rg-super open and fuzzy rg-closed, because f is fuzzy rg-super continuous surjection. Therefore X is not fuzzy rgconnected, which is a contradiction. Hence Y is fuzzy rg-super connected.
